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ZeroC: A Neuro-Symbolic Model for Zero-shot Concept 
Recognition and Acquisition at Inference Time

Motivation

Humans have the remarkable ability to recognize and acquire novel visual 
concepts in a zero-shot manner.

Our goal is to endowing machine learning (ML) models such zero-shot capabilities, 
allowing them to:
• Tackle more complex recognition tasks at inference time, without further 

training on those specific tasks.
• Acquire knowledge in inference and represent them as universal, symbolic 

representation, which can be transferred across domains.
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The understanding that "rectangle" consists 
of two pairs of "lines", the lines within the 
pairs are "parallel", and the lines between the 
pairs are "perpendicular”.
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Furthermore, the inferred knowledge (symbolic structure of a new concept) can be 
transferred across domains, allowing models in the second domain to acquire a 
concept without ever seeing an example.

Significance and prior works
Significance:

Why is it hard:
• ML models typically generalize to examples drawn from same/similar 

distribution as in training. 

• Visual compositionality: address factors of variation (e.g. color, position, 
smiling) without hierarchical structures; or addresses composition of 
transformation.

• Concept or relation learning: do not generalize to hierarchical concepts.
• Zero-shot learning: only generalize to new combinations of features 

(constituent concepts) while neglecting relation structures.

Prior works:

ZeroC method
Architecture:
ZeroC models a concept/relation with an energy-based model (EBM) that maps tuples of
inputs onto a scalar energy:
Concept: concept EBM !",$,% &,', ( , ) ∈ +, : image, - ∈ 0,1 , : mask, ( ∈ 0 : label
Relation: relation EBM !",$1,$2,3 &,'4,'5, 6 , ) ∈ +,: image, -4,-5 ∈ 0,1 ,: mask, 6 ∈
+: label (string)
The above EBMs define a joint probability:
If the mask ' is actually masking an object that belongs to concept (, 7",$,%(&,', () will
be high and !",$,% &,', ( will be low.

Detection at inference: Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics (SGLD)

Classification: (∗ = argmin
B

! &, C'D, (

Method:

(a)	training	of	models	
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(b)	inference: given	a	hierarchical	concept	graph, derive	its	model	from	trained	models
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(c)	detection	at	inference: combined	mask%:

k=0 k=2 k=4 k=6 k=8 k=10 k=12 k=14 k=16 k=18

1. Recognizing novel hierarchical concepts at inference time:

2. Acquiring and communicating novel hierarchical concepts:

(a) Training elementary concepts and relations with our improved objective.
(b) Inference: summing EBMs according to the concept graph. (c) Detection via SGLD.

At inference, ZeroC1 distills 2D demonstration into concept graphs, transfer them to 
domain 2, and ZeroC2 in domain2 can zero-shot recognize those concepts in 3D image.
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(b) Classification:

(a) Detection:
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ZeroC method Results
We design zero-shot recognition and acquisition tasks that are easy for 
humans, but extremely challenging for machines.
Zero-shot concept recognition (trained with simpler concepts and relations):

Zero-shot concept acquisition across domains (see method 2)

This figure shows 
actual experimental 
results

Zero-shot concept recognition for 
CLEVR 

Discussion

Trained with simpler concepts 
and relations, ZeroC can classify 
hierarchical concepts

• Experiments show that trained with simpler concepts and relations, ZeroC 
can recognize more complex, hierarchical concepts, given a high-level, 
symbolic specification of their structures.

• Future work: (1) multiple hierarchies; (2) more realistic images;
(3) Application in graphs (e.g. molecules), science. 
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